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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the requiremL.-ts for utilizing military cogs 7)ff-leash at

night is that the handler must be able to see or visually locate his

dog. Field evaluation of a night viewing system developed for this

purpose showed that night vision binoculars alone are adequate for view-

ing dogs at night to a distance of about 50 meters, but that a supple-

mentary radio-controlled IR light soljcce nn the dog would be of great

assistance to enable the viewer to locate tae dog if it becomes momen-

tarily obscured in vegetation and underbrush. This program wab under-

taken to provide a simple lightweight system that could provide such an

IR light and a controlling transmitter for field evaluation.
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The radio controlled system '2onsists of a hand held radio trans-

mitter and a companion radio receiver togither with a pulsed IR light

and battery power supplies. A block diagram of the entire 6ystem is

shown in condensed form in Figure 2-1. The transmitter is contained in

a single unit Including its battery power supply. The receiving system

is contained in two units. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 are photographs of the

complete system.

2.1 Transmitter Unit

The transmitter unit consist• of a Ht-Whkft Model GDA-1057-1 Pro-

portlonal Radio Control Trancmitter modified so as to activate the re-

ceiver decoder in Channel 3 -nly. The vnir is 3 3/4 x 2 9/16 x D)

inches overall and wei*, hs 2,0 pounds, The antenna te.es~opes Into the

case whin the equipment ic not In use. A hand strap on the hack of the

unit enables one-hand operations.

Input power to the RF power anpliflier Ia approximately 500

milliwatts. Coding i. by pulse Ioterr•iitlon of the car~ier. The unit
has been wired so that it i& necesssry to place the power switch in the

on position to put the transmirtrer ix a standby condition. Pressing

the push-button then activates tP.e transmitterf Th. travsmitter Is

continuously coded until the push-hutton is release,! RF vu.put occur's

only so long as the push-button is depresped. Opera•ing fre.quency is

27.195 Mhz, which is one of the radle control channels Jn the Citizens

Radio Band.

2,2 Receiving System

The receiving systern i- built around t HeathKic 'Wdel UDA-1057-2

Proportional Radio Control F.cciiver odific d s) thre only the third

channel output is utilized. The r•ceJwver output Le fel Into a lamp

energizing circuit which in turn swifthe, battory power to the four

grain-of-wheat lamps mounred in the lamp assimbly. Roth the rec e .1er
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and the lamps are powered by the receiver battery supply.

The receiving system is mounted in two stacked aluminum housings

and weighs 26 ounces. The receiving antenna is an eighteen-inch whip

antenna military type AS1998A/PRR9. The receiver remains on as long as

the power switch is on. The lamps are energized only so long as the

proper code is being received from the transmitter. Figures 2-4, 2-5

,and 2-6 are photograpis of the receiving system. In Figure 2-5, the

components which make up the receiving system are shown.
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Figure 2-6, Receivlfl( System, Complete and mounted on doqI harness



3. THEORY OF OPERATION

The basic system consists of a continuous radio frequency carrier

which is interrupted at a 62.5 Hz rate for intervals of 350 microseconds.

The system has been modified so that the normal 3 channels are activated

but only the third channel controls the IR lights. The system sequences

through the channels number 1, 2 and 3 after reception of an initiating

sync pulse. The third channel was utilized to activate the IR lights

as a means of enhancing system noise immunity and security. A detailed

explanation of the operation of the circuit follows.

3.1 Transmitter Circuit

The complete schevatic of the modified transmitter circuit is given

in Figure 3-1. The pulse modulation applied to the carrier is shown in

Figure 3-2. Waveform A in Figure 3-2 shows a frame of five pulses that

is repeated every 16,000 microseconds in a continuous train. Each pulse

in the frame is 350 microseconds wide, and all pulses in a frame except

the first one normally start 1500 microseconds after the start of the

previous pulse.

The time interval between the first pulse in one frame and the first

pulse in the next frame is always 16,000 microseconds. This is called

"fixed frame rate."

The long space between the last pulse in a frame and the first pulse

in the next frame is called the sync pause. This locks the receiver's

decoder circuit in synchronization with the transmitted signal. When one

of the channel controls is moved, that channel's time interval Ls changed.

Waveform B of Figure 3-2 shows the relative position of the pulses when

the Channel #2 control is moved to increase its time interval. The other

channels are not affected, although the sync pulse time is shortened by

the amount of channel 2 increase.

The frame waveform modulates the RF carrier as shown in Figure 3-3.

That is, the carrier is turned off during the 350 microsecond pulses, but
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is on at all other times. This form of modulation reduces the possibility

of the Receiver circuits being triggered by interference, which would

cause the lap energizing circuit to operate erratically.

A number series aas been assigned to each of the two circuit boards

and to the cabinet in the Transmitter. These number series are used on

the Schematic Diagram and in this Circuit Description to identify and

locate circuits and parts. The part numbers are grouped as follows:

U

1-99 Parts mourned on the encoder circuit board.

101-199 Parts mounted on the RF transmitter circuit board.

201-299 Parts mounted on the cabinet.

300-399 Parts mounted in charger.

Pulses that are used to modulate the RF carrier of the Transmitter

originate in the circuits of the encoder circuit board. These circuits

include a free-running multivibrator, four monostable timers, and a mono-

stable multivibrator. The RF circuit board contains a crystal-controlled

oscillator and an RF output on the 27 MHz band.

3.1.1 FREE-RUNNING MULTIVIBRATOR

Transistors Q1 and Q2 are connected in a circuit that operates as a

free-running multivibrator. Alternately, one of these tranistors conducts

while the other is cut off.

Assume that transistor Q1 conducts first when power is applied to the

circuit. The voltage at the collector of Q1 is reduced, causing capacitor

Cl to start charging through resistor R2 from the power supply. During

the charging of Cl, the voltage to the base of Q2 increases sufficiently

to cause Q2 to conduct, reducing its collector voltagi to near zero.

This applies a negative voltage through C4 to the base of Q1 and stops

Ql from conducting. Now C4 begins to charge through R3. During the charg-

ing of C4, the voltage to the base of Ql rises in a positive direction and

Ql again conducts.

The time required to charge Cl through R2, and C4 through R3, deter-

mines the neriod of the multivibrator. The values of these resistors and
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capacitors are chosen to turn each transistor on and off e,.'ery 16,000

microseconds. This multivibrator period of 16,000 microseconds produces

the starting pulse for each frame and this frame starting pulse is coupled

through capacitor C5 and diode D3 to transistor Q7 of the monostable multi-

vibrator circuit. The pilse also passes through Channel #1 Control R202

to a series of monostable timers which produces the other three pulses

for channel information and will be described next.

3.1.2 MONOSTABLE TIMERS

Transistor Q3 through Q5 are connected in three identical monostable

timer circuits. Each frame-starting Pulse from the free-running multi-

vibrator begins a chain reaction through the monostable timers. Since

these circuits are identical, only the operation of Q3 will be described.

Transistor Q3 is biased through Channel #1 Range control R5 and resis-

tor R6 so that it is normally conducting and its collector voltage is near

zero. The negative frame-starting pulse from transistor Q2 is coupled

from the arm of control R202 through capacitor C6, to the base of Q3.

This pulse drives the base of Q3 negative by an amount that depends on the

setting of R202, cutting off the transistor.

As soon as the negative frame-starting pulse is fea to the base of

Q3, the voltage at this base begins to rise again due to positive volt-

age through R5 and R6. When the base reaches +.6 volts, Q3 again conducts.

The time required for the base to reach +.6 volts is affected by the time

constant of R5, R6, and C6, os well as by the amplitude of the pulse that

is passed through control R202. Thus, control R202 provides manual con-

trol of the pulse amplitude, which controls the length of time that trans-

istor Q3 is cut off.

Control R5 adjusts the effective range of control R202 by altering the

charging time of capacitor C6. (Note: The charge curve of C6 is the

trailing edge of the pulse at the base of Q3.) As C6 charges up to +.6

volts more slowly, for example, due to a larger resistance value of R5,

a wider range of pulse widths is available from the collector of Q3.

When the resistance of R5 is decreased, a smaller range of pulse widths
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is available from Q3.

When transistor Q3 again conducts, a negative-going puse appears

at its collector. This pulse is passed through Channel #2 Control R203

to the next monostable timer circuit which operates in the same manner

as the circuit of Q3. Note that only the negative-going portion of the

pulse will trigger this stage.

The channel #1 controlling pulse from Q3 is coupled through C8 and

D4 to the monostable multivibrator circuit Q7, Q8, and Q9. Diodes D5,

D6, and D7 couple the other controlling pulses to the monostable multi-

vibrator.

3.1.3 MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR

Transistors Q7, Q8, and Q9 are connected to operate as a monostable

350 microsecond multivibrator. Its purpose is to cause each frame-

starting pulse and controlling pulse to modulate the transmitter's RF

carrier for only 350 microseconds during each pulse.

Diodes D3 through D7 allow only the negative-going portion of the

pulse from the monostable timers and the multivibrator to be applied to

the base of transistor Q7. Since the emitter of Q7 is direct coupled

to the base of Q8, this negative-going pulse causes Q7 and Q8 to conduct

and produce a positive pulse at the collector of Q8. This positive pulse

is coupled through capacitor C26 to the base of Q9, causing Q9 to cut off.

The time constant of C26 and R24 holds transistor Q9 cut off for a period

of 350 microseconds after each pulse is applied to its base. Resistor

R23 provides positive DC feedback from the collector of Q9 to the base of

Q8. This feedback insures that Q8 continues to conduct during the 350

microsecond cutoff period of the monostable multivibrator.

From the collector cf transistor 09, power is supplied to the crystal

circuit on the 27 MHz band. Since Q9 normally conducts, and is cut off

during the presence of pulses, this transittor turns the crystal oscillator

off and on like a switch and thereby modulates the RF signal.
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3.1.4 27 Hhz BAND RF TRANSMITTER CIRCUITS

The crystal-controlled oscillator and RF output amplifier circuits

are contained on the small, RF Transmatter :ircuit board. These circuits

generate and amplify the radio frecuency carrier signal that is modulated

by the controlling pulses from the multivibrator.

Crystal oscillator transistor q101 operates as a grounded-base

Colpitts oscillator. The primary winding of transformer TIOI, which is

in parallel with capacitor ClC4, tunes the circuit to the frequency of

the crystal.

During the intervals between pulses from the monostable multivibra-

tor circuit, while tcansistor Q9 conducts, power is applied through the

primary winding of T101 to the collector of Q10, causing the oscillator

to operate. Since the oscillator stops when the power is cut off during

a pulse, the oscillator's output signal is negative-modulated by the

pulse signals.

The secondary winding of transformer T101 couples the modulates

oscillator signal to the base of final RF amplifier transistor Q102

through capacitor C105. Q10 2 conducts on the positive peaks of the RIF

carrier which charges C105 to the polarity shown. R104 provides a return

path for the negative voltage on the base of Q102 and provides proper bias.

This bias is determined by the time constant ol R104 and C105.

Transistor Q102 operates as a tuned collector amplifier. The pi

network of C106, C108 and L101 tunes the amplifier output to the crystal

frequency and provides a proper impedance match between Q102 and the an-

tenna. Coil L103 is the antenna loading coil, and capacitor C201 pre-

vents the DC supply voltage from reaching the antenna. B+ voltage is

supplied through choke L102.

A portion of the RF signal is taken from the pi network through C109

and rectified by diode D101 to operate the meter, which indicates relative

carrier strength. Resistor R105 ?rovides a DC return path for the diode

while capacitor Clll filters the diode's rectified output.
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The pulse-modulated RV signal is radiated from the collapsible whip

antenna to be received and deter7ted by the Receiver. The modulation

voltage is applied continuously to the transmitter whenever the trans-

mitter power switch is on and the front panel push-button is depressed.

If the push-button is depressed when the power switch is in the off-

position, the transmitter is not act/vated. This provision prevents

accidental transmission.

3.1.5 POWER SUPPLY

Power for the Transmitter circuits is supplied by a self-contained

rechtargeable, 9.6-volt, nickel-cadmium battery. When the Power switch

is in the OFF position, the Battery is connected to an externa) charger

which operates in the following manner.

The positive (+) end of the Receiver Battery is connected to the

charging circuit through pins 2 and 3 of the charging socket. This socket

is wired in such a way that the charging circuit must be connected to the
transmitter and the receiver before it can work.

120-volt AC current from the charger line cord is transformed to low

voltage AC by transformer T301 and rectified to low voltage DC by diode

D301. This voltage is then used to charge the batteries.

Diode D301 rectifies the AC voltage, and resistor R206 acts as a

shunt for the meter. The meter indicates when the batteries are being

charged.

3.2 Recei,,er Circuit
The s9hevatic diagram of the receiver and decoder circuits are shown

in Figure 3-4. The schematic of the lamp driving circuit is given in

Figure 3-5.

A nu•ber series has been assigned to each of the two circuit

boards used In this Receiver. This number series is used on the Schematic

Diagram to identify and locate circuits and parts. The part numbers are

grouped as follows:
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0-99 Parts mounted on the receiver circuit board

100-199 Parts mounted on the decoder circuit board

400-499 Parts mounted on the lamp driver circuit board.

The receiver cirn. board contains a conventio.al crystal-controlled

superheterodyne receiver with a power detector and an integrator circuit.

The decoder circuit board contains a pulse amplifier, sync and driver

circuits, and electronic switches.

3.2.1 RECEIVER CIRCUIT BOARD

The transmitted RF signal is picked up by the antenna and fed to the

tuned circuit of T1 and Cl. Tl and Cl are tuned ro the transmitted signal

frequency, and their values are selected for each band of frequencies.

From the secondary of TI, the signal is coupled to the base of RF

amplifier QI. The amplified signal from Q1 is applied to the tuned cir-

cuit of C4 and T2, which are also tuned to the trarsmitted signal fre-

quency. T2 is tapped to provide an impedance match to the collector of

QI. From the secr.Ldary of T2, the signal is coupled to the emitter of

autodyne converter Q2 .

Regenerative feedback through the receiver crystal causes the auto-

dyne converter circuit to oscillate. This will be at the c•;sral's

fundamental frequency on the 27 Ehz band. The input signal and oscillator

signal beat together in transistcr Q2 to produce a 453 kHz difference sig-

nal that is passed through coil Ll and resistor R8 to the first ceramic

(IF) filter, CF1. Capacitor C7 tunes with Ll, near the crystal oscillator

frequency.

The ceramic filters are made of an input and output filter. As the

IF signal is applied to the input, it resonates at the is frequency anO

passes the vibrations to the output, causing it to resonate at the same

frequency. The ceramic filters will resonate at and pass only the fre-

quency to which they are tuned, in this case the 453 kHz IF frequency.

The IF signal is coupled through CFl, CF2, CF3, and resistor R9 to

the base of the first IF ar~plifier, Q3. The amplified IF :I;n:1 from Q3
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is further amplified by the second IF %transistor, Q4, and coupled through

capacitor C12 to the base of the power detectax, Q5. Diode Dl is forward

biased by resistor R15 so that about .5 volt is applied to the base of

Q5 through L2, which will hold Q5 at cutoff. Since Q5 requires about .6

volt at its base to conduct, the additional voltage is su,,plied by the

positive portion of the IF signal. Thus, transistor Q5 conducts only on

the positive peaks of the IF signal.

When receiving an IF signal, Q5 16 conducting. Then when a trans-

mitted pulse is received, which temporarily stLs the RF carrier, there

is no £F signal to make Q5 conduct. Therefore, Q5 stops conducting and

its collector voltage rises. This then produces a posittve pulse from Q5

that is equivalent to the pulse in the Transmitter.

Capacitor C15 bypasses the IF frequency to ground and leaves a train

of audio frequency pulses that are coupled through D2, R23, and C17 to the

base of the pulse amplifier, Q1O1, on the decoder circuit board, Diode

D2 aaid resistors R22 and R24 eliminate noise pulses under strong signal

conditions, and integrator network resistor R23 and capacitor C16 prevent

noise from interfering urler weak signal conditions.

An automatic gain control (AGC) circuit that consists of resistors

R17, R13, R3, and R1 with capacitor C9, feeds back part of the Q5 collector

voltage to the base circuits of transistors Q9 and Q3. The stronger the

received signal, the more transistor Q5 conducts, and lowers the voltage

at its collector. This voltage is applied through R17, R13, and R3 to

reduce the gain of Ql and Q3. This AGC action prevents the IF amplifier

and detector circuits from overloading and producing improper pulses when

strong signals are received.

The output signal from the Receiver is a series of positive pulses

that are spaced like the modulation pulses of the Transmitter. These

signal pulses are coupled to the decoder circuit, which is described

next,
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3.2.2 DECODER CIRCUIT BOARD

Pulse amplifier transistors Ql01 and Q102 further increases the

amplitude of the pulses from Q5 on the receiver circuit board. QIO0 and

Q102 are normally cut off until the pulses reach a high enough amplitude

to turn them on. This provides further noise immunity and produces clear

sharp pulses at the collector of Q102.

The signal pulses from the collector of Q102 are coupled through C102

and R105 to tha base of sync transistor Q103 and through C103 to the base

of driver transistor Q10 4. Transistor Q104 is used to supply voltage to

transistors Q106, Q10 8, and Qlll. Ql0 4 is normally cut off, which removes

the voltage from Q106, Q108, and Qlll. Q103 is also normally cut off,

but conducts during each signal pulse from Q102. This controls the charge

and discharge of capacitor C104 which controls Q104 during the sync pause

time.

When Q103 is cut off during the sync pause time, capacitor C104 be-

gins to charge through resistors R108 and R107 and the base emitter junc-

tion of Q104. The resulting voltage drop across R108 holds Q104 on until

C104 becomes charged. When C104 becomes charged, Q104 returns to its

norm&lly cutoff condition.

Transistor Q103 conducts during each positive pulse it receives from

Q102 and discharges capacitor C104. The four pulses of each train occur

in such rapid succession that C104 cannot obtain a charge sufficient

enough to turn Q104 off. However, during the sync pause time, Q10 3 is

cut off long enough to permit C104 to charge up to the voltage which stops

Q104 from conducting.

The first pulse following the sync pause turns on Q103, which dis-

charges capacitor C104 and allows Q104 to conduct again. During the time

that Q103 holds Q104 on, pulses are coupled from A102 through C103 to

the base of Q104. These positive pulses turn Q10 4 off momentarily, which

interrupts the emitter voltage or, Q106, Q1O8 and Q1ll for an instant.

Transistors Q105 and Q106 form an electronic switch. This awitch

can be turned on by applying a signal to the base of either transistor.
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The following pairs of transistors, Q107 and Q108, and QlO9 and Qill

also form switches that operate in the same manner. Each switch will

remain on until Q104 turns off and removes the operating voltage from

the switch.

The positive pulse from Q104 (through C105 and D1OI) turns on Q105.

Q105 conducts, which makes the base of Q106 negative. This causes Q106

to conduct and places a positive voltage at the base of Q105 until Q1O4

turns off and removes the necessary operating voltage from the electronic

switch. The switch will not turn on again until Q105 receives a positive

voltage at its base. The electronic switching system operates in the

following manner. See Figure 3-6.

The sync pause time of the voltage waveform (shown in waveform A)

stops all electronic switches from conducting. The positive-going por-

tion of the pulse (marked 0 in the waveforms), which is applied to all

switches, prepare them to conduct. At the same time, the first portion

of the pulse is differentiated by C105 and Rill and appears as the posi-

tive spike in waveform B. This spike turns on switch #1.

The negative spike marked "'" in waveform A is then applied to the

emitter of Q106 and switch #1 is turned off. Tb negative spike, 1, in

waveform B only further insures the turnoff of the switch. The time that

switch #1 was on is shown as 0 to 1 in waveform c.

As switch #1 is turned off, the negative-going trailing edge of the

pulse in waveform C is coupled through C106 and D102 and turns on switch

#2, as the emitter of Q108 is, by this time, positive again. Negative

spike number 2 (in waveform A) than turns off switch number 2. As wave-

form D shows, switch #2 remains on for the time between 1 and 2 of wave-

form A.

The output from switch #2 then turns on switch #3, which is then

turned off by negative spike #3 of waveform A. The sync pause time then
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allows the differentiating capacitor C104 to discharge and the process

starts again with switch #1 at time 0.

The output current from switch #3 consists of pulses 1 to 2 milli-

seconds wide repeated 62.5 times per second and controlled by the lever

on the right side of the transmLtter case. The3e pulses are applied to

the input of the lamp driving circuit.

3.2.3 LAMP DRIVING CIRCUIT

The pulses from the third channel of the receiver decoder are applied

to the input of the driver circuit (Figure 3-5). Capacitor C401 integrates

these pulses. When its charge has built up to nearly the peak value of

the pulses (4 velts) transistor Q401 conducts heavily, and its collector
saturates. When Q40 1 saturates, the base current of Q40 2 is a maximum

and has a value of about 6.5 ma. This high value of base current causes

the collector of Q40 2 to saturate also. When this occurs, approximately
4.6 volts are applied across the grain-of-wheat lamps.

When the output of the third channel of the decoder drops to zero

(no i.f. signal being received), the charge on C401 Is drained off through

R401 and the base-emitter circuit of Q401 in approximately one second,

and the IR lights are extinguished. The one second delay is slightly
variable by varying the channel three potentiometers R12 and R204 in the

transmitter.

3.2.4 RECEIVER POWER SUPPLY

The battery pack for the receiver supplies the receiver circuit, the
decoder circuit and the lamp driver circuit. This battery pack is charged

together with the transmitter battery from the single charger unit pro-

vided for this purpose.

3.3 Battery Charging

The recommended way to charge the transmitter and receiver batteries

is to use the Charger and charge the bi.tteries from 14 to 24 hours. (More

than 24 hours will not add to the battery charge.) The transmitter and

receiver batteries must be charged at the same time or the charging circuit

will not work. However, if the receiver battery is charged on a separate

charger, charge it at a rate of 50 mA for 14 hours.
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Note the rounded end of the battery connector on the charging
cable, this is the end to be connected to the transmitter.
Make sure the Power switch is OFF and LOCKED. Connect Lhe
charging cable to the transmitter. Connect the rectangular
connector end of the charging cable to the Receiver Battery
which has been removed from the receiver assembly.

Note: The batteries will only charge when the slide switch of the
Transmitter is in the OFF position.

If the meter in the Transmitter does not indicate when the charging
cable is plugged into an AC outlet in the next step, unplug the cable
right away and check the charging cable wiring. Plug the line cord end
of the charging cable into a 120 VAC 60 Hz outlet. The meter should read
approximately half scale (higher for a fully discharged battery and lower
for a fully charged battery).
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4. TESTS

Tests of the system were made in both the laboratory and in the

field.

4.1 Laboratory Tests

4.1.1 TEMPERATURE

Temperature tests were made to ensure operation over a reasonable

outdoor environment. The receiver was put into a temperature chamber

and operated for 2 hours at 0 and 1000F. No malfunction or change in

operation was noted.

4.1.2 CURRENT DRAIN

The receiving system draws approximately 4.5 milliamperes when no

signal is being received and 260 milliamperes during signal reception

with battery pack fully charged (5.4 volts). In four hours of receiver

on without triggering the lights, battery voltage dropped 0.2 volts.

With light on continuously, battery voltage dropped to 3.2 volts in 1.5

hours. System was still operating but lights were dim.

4.1.3 VISIBLE LIGHT OUTPUT

No visible light was observed emanating from the unit at 1 meter

in a dark adapted environment.

4.2 Outdoor Tests

The system was operated outdoors (60°F) over a grassy and sidewalk

area. Maximum range achieved was approximately 190 meters. Attempts to

obtain even one additional meter of range were not successful. Since

the receiver was equipped with the 18.5 inch whip antenna instead of a

36 inch antenna recommended by the manufacturer, the attempt was made to

impzrove the match between the whip antenna and the receiver input circuit.
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The aluminum housing for the receiver and lamp assembly was grounded to

the common ground of the receiver and the antenna lead was connected to

the top of the input coil. In order to resonate the input circuit, it

was necessary to change the input resonating capacitor from 47 pf to 30

pp. These changes reduced range to nearly 100 meters, and the original

configuration was restored.

After these unsuccessful trials, the antenna lead-in wire was re-

arranged to that it entered a separate hole in the housing which was

located as close as practical to the receiver input coil. The range

measured was then 330 meters.

As a final assembly step, the antenna lead-in was rouzed along the

harness and under the receiving housing so as to enter underneath it.

A final range check was made outdoors. Weather conditions were moderate

snowfalling and temperature approximately 35 F. The range obtained was

250 meters.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The radio controlled IR indicator light met all of the performance

requirements in the laboratory and outdoor tests at the contractor's

plant. It should, therefore, be adequate for an evaluation of the use-

fulness of the system in field tests.

The arrangement of placing the light assembly on the top of the re-

ceiver-battery housing was an expedient that allowed the light to be about

3 inches above the dog harness. The optimum height of this assembly above

the harness might be determined from field evaluation. The light assenbly

could be mounted on the dog harness directly with only a minor modifica-

tion. The receiver-battery housing and antenna should be positioned close

together so as to keep the antenna lead-in short. Ringe is adversely

affected by lengthening this lead-in. Also, the housing is "floating"

electrically and no attempt should be made to electrically bond the metal

components.

Reception is coded so as to require access by compatible equipment.

Thus, no false signalling should be expected from noise or other general

RF fields. However, companion transmitters operating on the same frequency

(model airplane R.C) could cause the receiver to tzigger ?%,E lamp circuit

if they are within range.
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APPENDIX A

TRANSMITTER SPECIFICATIONS

RF Carrier Frequency . . 27.195 Mhz

Frequency Stability . . . . Within ± .005%

Temperature Range . . . . 0 to 160 degrees F.

RF Output Circuit . ........ Pi network

RF Input Power . . ....... 500 mW

Modulation. .... . . . .ON-OFF carrier keying

Approximate Current Drain 100 nTA

Controls ..... ...... Three channels;
ON/OFF switch

Power Supply .... ...... Internal 9.6V, 500 mA hours, nickel--
cadmium battery. Rechargeable simul-
taneously with receiver battery at 50
mA from external charger

Dimensions .... ..... 9-1/2" high x 3-11/16" wide x 2-1/4" deep

Net Weight, with battery . . . 2 lbs.
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APPENDIX B

RECEIVING SYSTEM SPECIFICATIOiNS

RF Carrier Frequency .. .... 27.195 Mhz

Frequency Stability ... ...... 003%

Temperature Range .. ...... 0 to 160 degrees F.

Sensitivity ... ........ 5 pV or better

Selectivity .............. 6 dH down at 4 kHz
30 dB down at - 9 kHz

Approximate Current Drain . 4.5 ma (no signal), 260 ma (with signal)

Intermediate Frequency . . . 453 Khz

Power Supply ... ...... .. 4.8V; Battery Pack GDA-405-3

Controls ... ......... ON-OFF switch

Weight .... .......... 13 oz. (less dog harness)

Complete Receiving System Weight . 26 oz. (including harness)

Dimensions . ......... 3 1/8 x 3 1/16 x 3 5/32 overall
including lamp housing. See also
Figures B-1, B-2 and B-3.
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APPENDIX C - PARTS LIST

TRANSMITTER
Encoder Circuit Board

Schematic SchemRatjr
Reference Description Reference Dt-jcription

Cl .1 mfd mylar RI 4700 1/4WC2 .001 mfd disc R2 111K 1%C3 .001 mfd disc R3 111K 1%C4 .1 mfd mylar AR 47K 1/4WC5 .005 mfd disc j R5 200K trimmer
C6 .022 mfd mylar R6 100K 1/4WC7 .001 mfd disc R7 47K 1/4WC8 .005 mfd disc R8 200K trimmerC9 .001 mfd disc R9 lOOK 1/4W
Cli .022 mfd mylar RlI 47K 1/4WC12 .001 mfd disc R12 200K trimmer
C13 .005 mfd disc R13 lOOK 1/4WC14 .001 mfd disc R14 47K 1/4WC15 .022 mfd mylar RI5 4700 1/4W
C16 .001 mfd disc R19 47K 1!4WC17 .001 mfd disc R21 1000 1/4WC18 .005 mfd disc R22 2200 1/4W
C23 .001 mfd disc R23 4700 1/4WC24 .001 mfd disc R24 27K 1/4W
C25 50 mfd electrolytic
C26 .022 mfd mylar Q1 2N3393
C27 .001 mfd disc Q2 2N3392C28 .001 mfd disc Q3 2N5232A
C29 .1 mfd mylar Q4 2N5232A
C33 .01 mfd mylar Q5 2N5232A

Q7 X29A829D1 GE-S160 Q8 X29A829
D2 GE-S160 Q9 X29A829
D3 GE-S160
D4 GE-S160
D5 GE-S160
D6 CE-S160
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RF Circuit Board

Schematic Schematic
Reference Description Reference Description

Clol .01 mfd R103 150 1/4W
C102 7.5 pf R104 100 1/4W
C103 56 pf RIO5 47K 1/4W
C104 62 pf
C105 470 pf LIOI (.73ph) variable core
C106 75 pf L102 15jh
CIlII .02 mfd L103 2.2,ph

Idol 2N191 QI01 2N2369
Q102 2N3641

RI01 47')0 1/4W

R102 4700 1/4W TI01 Variable core

XTAL Crystal 27.195 Mhz

Case Mounted

C201 100 pf

R202 5000 potentiometer
R203 5000 potentiometer
R204 5000 potentiometer
R206 1.5 n 1/2 w

Si DPDT switch
S2 Push-button switch (normally open)

Battery Charger

D301 IN4002

T301 low voltage transformer (1 2v)
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APPENDIX C - PARTS LIST (cont'd)

RECEIVER

Receiver Circuit Board

Schematic Schematic
Reference Description Reference Description

Cl 47 pf disc R13 22K 22K
C2 .001 mfd disc R14 2200 1/4W
C3 .047 mfd tantalum RI5 15K 1/4W
C4 47 pf disc R17 10K 1/4W
C5 .01 mfd mylar R18 100 1/4W
C6 75 pf disc R19 1000 1/4W
C7 47 pf disc R21 22K 1/4W
C8 33 mfd tantalum R22 15K I/4W
C9 2.2 mfd tantalum R23 5600 1/4W
Cil .033 mfd mylar R24 27K 1/4W
C12 180 pf disc
C13 .047 mfd tantalum LI 2.2ph
C14 .0033 mfd mylar L2 lmh
C15 .047 mfd tantalum
C16 .01 mfd mylar Ti 4-lead variaSle trans-
C17 i mfd tantalum former
C18 33 mfd tantalum T2 5-lead variable trans-

former
Dl IN4149
D2 1N4149 CFI Ceramic IF Filter
D3 GE-SI60 CF2 Ceramic IF Filter

CF3 Ceramic IF Filter
Qi SE5055 XTAL Crystal 26.742 Mhz
Q2 16G2349
Q3 2N3393
Q4 X29A826
Q5 2N5232A

Ri 33K 1/4W
R2 1000 1/4W
R3 18K 1/4W
R4 6800 1/4W
R5 Q20 1/4W
R6 5600 1/4W
R7 2700 1/4W
R8 i00 1/4W
R9 1000 Ii4W
RlI 2200 1/4W
R12 2200 1/4W
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Decoder Circuit Board

Schematic I Schematic
Reference Description I Reference Description

ClOl .001 mfd disc RI01 lOOK 1/4W
C102 .05 mfd disc R102 2200 1/4W
C103 .005 mfd disc R103 4700 1/4W
C104 .22 mfd tantalum R104 1500 1/4W
C105 .005 mfd disc R105 4700 1/4W
C106 .005 mfd disc R106 15K 1/4W
C107 .005 mfd disc R107 4700 1/4W
Cl09 .001 mfd disc R108 15K 1/4W
Clll .001 mfd disc R109 4700 1/4W
C112 33 mfd tantalum Rill 47K 1/4W

R112 3300 1/4W
DI01 1N4149 R113 5600 1/4W
D102 IN4149 R114 1000 1/4W
D103 1N4149 R115 100K 1/4W

R116 3300 1/4W
QI01 2N3393 R117 1000 1/4W
Q102 X29A826 R118 5600 1/4W
Q103 2N3393 R119 100K 1/4W
Q104 X29A826 R121 3300 1/4W
QI05 2N3393 R122 1000 1/4W
Q106 X29A826 R123 5600 /4W
Q107 2N3393 R128 33 1/4W
Q108 X29A826 R129 33 1/4W
Q109 2N3393
Qlll X29A826

Lamp Drivino Circuit

C401 8mfd Electrolytic

D401 IN914

R4GI 33K 1/2W
R402 3000 1/2W
R403 680 1/2W

Q401 2N2222A
Q402 2N4234
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